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Zane Run | Biography
Zane Run is Zeke Blake, Justin Rector, Dean Connors, and Brad Wilson, and Jacob
Moore. But Zane Run is much more than these five players. It’s the echo of a distant
rifle on the first Monday after Thanksgiving. It’s the party at the lake that lasts all
weekend long. It’s friends from college that will be friends forever.

Tracks

In 2014, founding member Dean Connors sought out the answer to the question,
“What does Wheeling, WV sound like?” This search led to other prominent musicians
from the region, and one by one, the nucleus came together.

Single: The Devil in Me

Zane Run’s debut single, The Devil in Me, was released in late 2014. Immediately
impacting local terrestrial radio as well as Pandora internet radio, The Devil in Me
continues to sell steadily in the region as well as worldwide. No one could be more
surprised than the guys themselves.
Lead singer and The Devil in Me songwriter Zeke Blake says, “I never ever thought a
simple song I wrote in my college dorm room two years ago would ever see the light
of day. Now I hear it on the radio and it just blows me away every time.”

Release Date: Late 2014

Release Date: February 2015
Single: Bonnie & Clyde
Release Date: May 2015
Single: How’s the Fishin’

Zane Run released their second single, the infectious guitar driven Bonnie & Clyde in
February of 2015 with rotation on four radio stations in the Pittsburgh, PA and
Wheeling, WV markets, IHeartRadio and Pandora.
Zane Run’s live shows have rapidly become an event unto themselves. Turning clubs
into concert halls, the party starts on the downbeat and by the time it’s over,
audiences aren’t sure if they should go home or call their mothers. They throw down
everything from Jason Aldean to AC/DC and everything in between.

PR Contact:

Their newest track, How’s the Fishin’ has just released to amazing reviews and large
download numbers. It is poised to surpass the previous singles in record time!

Email: PR@zanerun.com

Dean Connors
Phone:304.639.0958

